Fusion born a particles moving parallel to the magnetic field can resonate with toroidal Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) leading to anomalous a orbit diffusion across the a loss boundaries in a tokamak. This is analyzed using the Hamiltonian guiding center code ORBIT in conjunction with the kinetic magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) eigenmode solving code Nova-K. Resonant single a orbits are studied below and above the threshold for orbit stochasticity and Monte Carlo randomized ensembles of alphas subjected to a finite amplitude time dependent TAE are followed with respect to their radial losses using realistic MHD equilibria and numerically computed toroidal Alfv~n eigenfunctions for one toroidal eigenmode n = 1 and the full Fourier spectrum of poloidal harmonics m involved in the "gap mode." The a loss mechanisms are resonant drift motion across the loss boundaries of alphas born near these boundaries and stochastic diffusion to the boundaries in constants of the motion (phase) space. After a first transient of resonant drift losses scaling as Br/Bo, the number of alphas lost via diffusion scales as (r,/Bo) 2 . For TAE amplitudes b,/Bo > 10-3 a orbit stochasticity sets in and, depending on the radial width of the fast a density nr(r), a substantial fraction of alphas can be lost in one slowing down time. For B5/Bo < 10-4 the losses become insignificant.
I. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, the fusion born energetic alphas were assumed to be classically confined during their collisional slowing down on the bulk electrons and ions in the tokamak. This notion was supported by the apparently classical equilibration of neutral beam injected ions with beam energies Eb < 150 keV. However, the 3.5 MeV a velocity is typically 1.5-2 times faster than the Alfv6n speed vA of the plasma which gives rise to Cherenkov excitation of Alfv~n waves and anomalous a losses.
The ensuing theoretical possibility of resonant interaction between fusion born alphas travelling parallel to the magnetic field and shear Alfv6n waves wA = k VA was recognized by Mikhailovskil and Rosenbluth 2 over 15 years ago and solved numerically in Ref.
3.
When the free energy of the centrally peaked a particle density is included one finds a linear instability if w,, > wA. (Here w, is the a diamagnetic frequency.) Nonlinearly, an anomalous fast a diffusion coefficient Da" can result which becomes important when r 4 
4D2
-> 4a2> -1 where a is the minor radius of the plasma and TSD is the a particle slowing down time. Two recent tokamak experiments 4 ' 5 with parallel neutral beam injection have demonstrated the essential features of super-Alfv6nic ion losses due to excited Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE) 6 ' 7 ' 8 ' 9 . The subject of the present work is the calculation of ro, due to the TAE spectrum 10 in burning tokamak plasmas such as the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT)' 1 and the international Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). 12 In Section II, the toroidal Alfvan eigenmode structure is introduced, analytically and numerically. The a kinetic resonance with the TAE produces an a energy exchange with the mode which, because of the finite a orbit width, is treated numerically as a two dimensional (2-D) problem. Since wA < la (the a gyrofrequency) a guiding center description is adopted. Its Hamiltonian formalism is described in Section III. The a Alfven wave resonance gives rise to an anomalous radial guiding center drift. Above a critical amplitude 
II. LINEAR MODE THEORY

Linear TAE Spectrum
Lately the linear theory of the TAE has received a great deal of theoretical attention 13 , 14 and we refer to these papers. For present purposes it suffices to recall the linear mode structure for a given toroidal mode number n The flux surface radius r is related to the flux label Op. (In our numerical work we use normalized toroidal flux OT = (q)2 /2 for circular plasma cross section cases and poloidal flux Op = f dOTb/q for noncircular equilibria.) We note from Eqs. (3b) that while E0 peaks at r = rgap, B1 will peak elsewhere, depending on 1 kIl (r). We normalize Ai such that
where RO is the major radius and BO the equilibrium B-field and we will frequently refer to the peak amplitude of & as a measure of the strength of the TAE perturbation. Using a, one can write
Alpha Kinetic Resonance with TAE
The resonance condition for passing alphas w-,, -kjL -VD, = 0 can be readily satisfied for w = kI vA and vll, >vA. Invoking poloidal sidebands resonance occurs also for vla < VA.1 4 The retention of the magnetic drift term is essential for the 
which leads to the Hamiltonian
HGC= p'B2+ pB+e4
The shear Alfvdn perturbation is introduced through gives the "banana" width, the second term can become secular if w ~ Wd, describing the resonant radial a drift which can take the a particle to the loss boundary of the finite tokamak geometry.
Resonant and Stochastic Alpha Motion
dEIndeed, the condition o 0c vd -VO = const. is essentially the condition w = kcv + kdvd along an orbit. When dr -0, the a pitch angle A pBO/Ea will change while pA is conserved (wA < eaB/mac). A frequently observed event is the resonant conversion of a passing a near the passing/trapped boundary into a fat banana orbit.
When the orbit width A, is comparable to the radial mode width Am ~ ergap of the global (where F = a/Ro) the resonant drive can be maintained for several transit times.
This condition is satisfied for energetic alphas near the trapped/passing boundary, for low mode numbers n, m. For high mode numbers the a guiding center traversing the more narrow mode width Am suffers a shorter resonant kick. 16 , 21 For both conditions, a orbit stochasticity will be shown to occur at sufficiently large amplitude of b,/Bo. This can lead to stochastic diffusion in a guiding center phase space. Typical a orbit widths are shown in Fig. 1 .
Thus, one expects three mechanisms of a losses from the system. The first is resonant drift of an a born near a loss boundary, the second is the above mentioned resonant conversion of a barely passing a into a fat a-banana intersecting the wall and the third is sustained stochastic diffusion in PW -E -A space until the a is swept across an orbit loss boundary. These loss boundaries are shown in Fig. 2 and are the subject of Part I of the present work. 22 In the next section we will show a guiding center Monte Carlo simulations with two different loss boundary scenarios.
IV. ALPHA GUIDING CENTER SIMULATIONS
In this section we investigate numerically the resonant a losses due to the gap mode fluctuations. Given machine parameters, q-profile and mode numbers, a numerical solution for the radial eigenfunctions ' m (') of Eq. (3a) is produced with the Nova-K code. 13 Noting that the fusion a particle production rate at T = 10 keV, ne = 5 x 1014 cm 3 is about 60 a-1 , the TAE mode losses can overwhelm the fusion a production unless y < 10-4 in this simulation.
Another series of runs was made involving an initial ensemble of 512 particles with a randomly distributed poloidal angle, pitch angle, and box-like radial density profile (cut off r/a < 0.7 to minimize prompt losses outside of this radius). The initial energy was randomly distributed within a given range as shown in Table 1 . The results of those Monte
Carlo simulations are summarized as follows (see also 2. For the energy group Eo < 1.5 MeV, the loss is insignificant. For 2.52 < EO < 3.52
(i.e. the initial particle kinetic energy is randomly distributed between 2.52 and 3.52
MeV) and 6 = 10-4 (i.e. Pj = 5 x 10-4), we have
Note that as shown in Fig. 7 , all of the above runs were terminated after only 200 a transit times. Longer runs (to be discussed next) are necessary to demonstrate the final steady state a loss level. They are described in the next section.
Extended Monte Carlo Simulation in D-Shaped Plasma
The CIT equilibrium parameters for this second study are given in Appendix A (equilibrium B) and the corresponding radial structure of the TAE poloidal harmonics is shown in Fig. 4 . Besides these MHD modifications from the run in Section IV.2, a number of important changes have been made to address open questions and obtain a deeper understanding. First and foremost, using the theory of Ref. 22 all relevant loss boundaries in phase space have been worked out for the equilibrium magnetic field geometry and alphas crossing the loss boundaries are not replaced, in order to clearly bring out the stochastic phase space diffusion driven losses. Second, the run time is extended to 1000-5000 rTanait.
Third, the relative orbit width in the D-shaped cross section shown in Fig. 1 is smaller than that of the circular equilibrium A, but more importantly, by following the alphas in constants of the motion (COM) space rather than in configuration space, appropriate diffusion coefficients can be formulated 22 Fig. 8b . Note the substantial broadening of na(r) whose gradient drives the linear TAE instability growth rate. 9 As in the circular equilibrium case (cf. Fig. 7b) after 1000 trtn.,it we observe that the TAE mode structure does not resonantly scatter alphas below E. ~ 1.5 MeV thus dashing any hope for He-ash removal (desired for Ea ,< Ecit -800 keV). Figure 9 shows the pitch variable ! of exiting alphas as they cross the loss boundary.
One observes a peak at 9 0.6 which corresponds to a barely trapped a on the way to the wall. Inspecting Fig. 5b it becomes apparent that this a particle had 9 = -0.6 before it went through its banana tip. And values of 3 ~ -0.6 correspond to barely passing (ii) Toroidal angular momentum diffusion Dp,p, and energy diffusion DEE scales oc R' and inversely with the square of the plasma current inside the gap radius. (r/a) 2 /2 = 0.12 (for the circular equilibrium), random pitch vi and random poloidal angle. The TAE structure is shown in Fig. 2 . B,/Bo = 5 X 10-4.
After 200 ranit the a density n(r) is spread out as shown in the histogram. 
